Abstract First, we demonstrate fresh approach for investigating quantization of local electromagnetic field presented by Maxwell equation. As result, the local electric field is absence but the local magnetic waves reproduce an interacting local magnetic particles which are described by Quasi-Magneticwave excitations. These excitations determine the energetic gap, at small wave number but they represent photons, at higher wave number.
Introduction.
The quantization of Electromagnetic field permits to obtain an energetic spectrum of photonic gas from Maxwell equations. First, Dirac proposed to consider the quantization of local electromagnetic field in vacuum [1] by using of model electromagnetic field as gas consisting of Bose -local electromagnetic waves interacting with atoms of media, which in turn is described by harmonic oscillators. He had used quantization form for vector potential of local electromagnetic field A:
A k e i k r+kct
which in turn satisfies to following equations:
and
where
and A k are postulated as the Bose-operators of "creation" and "annihilation" of local waves with energy kc, wave -vector k and speed of light c in vacuum; k is the wave number. In this context, Dirac had explained the absence of longitudinal component of electromagnetic field by introducing of E. (3) . However, we demonstrate in bellow that consideration of quantization local scalier potential of electromagnetic field may replace Eq.(3).
As main result of Diracs theory is the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R which was obtained by following form: 
Indeed, making some calculation by using of well-known commutation relation for Bose-operators:
we reach to a violation of description energy wavē
Obviously, this result is a non-sense. The statement of Dirac, connected with inserting a connection between interacting gas of waves and gas of harmonic oscillators, cannot change a non-sense result because application of expression occurs in both sides of Eq. (7):
where η kl,t = η kl e ikct is the Bose-operator "annihilation" of photon with energy kc.
This reasoning aims us to find spectrum energy of photons by extension of Diracs conception.
Extension of Diracs Conception.
As already we mentioned that Dirac considers a model of electromagnetic field as gas consisting of N local electromagnetic waves contained in volume V .
As starting point our discussion, we rewrite a scalier potential of local electromagnetic wave in analogy form of Eq.(1)
which in turn satisfies to wave-equation which is an analogy form of Eq.(2) presented for vector potential A:
Thus, the wave-equations Eq. (2) and Eq.(10) define the energy of local electromagnetic wave which equals kc Hence, we emphasize that the wave-equations Eq. (2) and Eq.(10) are been a product of Lorenz condition:
which creates a connection between Fourier components of local vector and scalier potential presented in Eq.
(1) and Eq.(9). As result of Lorenz condition, we have:
The given connection between Fourier components of vector and scalier fields provides an absence of local Electric field in vacuum E = 0 by applications of Eq.(1), Eq.(9) and Lorenz condition:
leads to E = 0 which in turn removes from our consideration the Eq.(3) or divE = 0. Obviously, the local magnetic field defined by form
provides an absence of longitudinal component magnetic field because divH = div · curlA = 0. So that, the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R is determined only by total magnetic field:
To calculate a square of local magnetic field H 2 , we consider a supporting formulae from textbook [2] 
which at presentation curlA = ∇xA, it presents a following expression:
As we see, first term in right part Eq.(15) is zero because
but second term of right part Eq. (15) is expressed as
To remove a contradiction connected with non-sense result presented by Eq.(8), we determine a Fourier components of operators vector potential of local magnetic wave via Bose-operatorsâ + k,t andâ k,t , respectively, "creation" and "annihilation" of local magnetic particle with mass m and energyh
where A 0 is postulated as the constant vector potential for one local magnetic wave.
Thus, the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R in Eq.(16) takes following form in the space of occupation number N k =â + kâ k of local magnetic particles:
where first term in Eq.(17) presents a kinetic energy of particle, if we postulate that 
We state that law of conservation total number N of local magnetic particles in volume V is fulfilled. Then, the Hamiltonian of GibbsĤ within introducing of the chemical potential µ is represented by following form:
with law of conservation total number N of local magnetic particles by introducing of macroscopic number of condensate particles N 0 which is picked out from rest number:
Hence we note that absence of fraction magnetic particles in the condensate 20), we obtain the main part of the Hamiltonian of GibbsĤ by following form:
For evaluation of the energy levels of the operatorĤ, we use of the Bogoliubov linear transformation [3] 
where L k is a real symmetrical function of the wave vector k. As result, we arrive to a diagonal form for the main part of operator HamiltonianĤ:Ĥ = 2
Hence we inferred that the Bose-operatorsb + k andb k are the "creation" and "annihilation" operators of the quasi-magnetic-wave excitations with energy:
where a mass m of new magnetic particles is defined by following way:
In this sense, chemical potential determined as
leads to finding the energy of quasi-magnetic-wave excitations. Thus, we have found quasi-magnetic-waves with spin one and two directions of polarization, and energy presented by Eq.(24), which at small wave number k << 2mc, describes the energetic gap but it reproduces a photons, at higher wave number k >> 2mc. Obviously, the mass m of new magnetic particle is a fundamental constant because it depends on the constant vector potential A 0 . On other hand, we may suggest that new magnetic particle presents as pair of positron + electron with mass 2m e (where m e is the mass of electron) because it is induced by annihilation of two gamma quanta.
